DID YOU KNOW?
Co-Terminal students are considered undergraduate students for the purposes of financial aid. Most Illinois Tech scholarships will automatically be extended to the end of your program.

Institutional scholarships are awarded through admissions. Illinois Tech scholarships are awarded to undergraduate students and are tuition restricted.

DOUBLE CHECK your room selection! Your housing scholarship does not cover SSV (State Street Village).

Your enrollment COUNTS! Register for at least 12 credit hours each semester to ensure your scholarships disburse.

Institutional scholarships disburse on the first day of class as long as you are enrolled full-time. Undergraduate students enrolled in less than 12 credit hours might be eligible to prorate their scholarship in specific situations.

APPLYING FOR OUTSIDE SCHOLARSHIPS? Outside aid is a great way of reducing your out-of-pocket debt but be mindful of scholarships that are tuition-restricted and require continues enrollment.

NOTE that co-op courses do not count toward enrollment when it comes to receiving an Illinois Tech scholarship.

Academics MATTER! Make sure to stay on track academically by keeping a 2.0 GPA.

PARTICIPATING IN A CO-OP? Undergraduate students enrolled in summer classes are eligible to receive a summer scholarship.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

DID YOU KNOW?
Grad student and looking for aid? Illinois Tech graduates may qualify for a tuition discount. Additionally, specific departments award qualifying graduate students with competitive departmental funding upon admission.
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